Future fetch engines need to be energy efficient. Much research has focused on improving fetch bandwidth. In particular, previous research shows that storing concatenated basic blocks to form instruction traces can significantly improve fetch performance. This work evaluates whether this concatenating of basic blocks translates to significant energy-efficiency gains. We compare processor performance and energy efficiency in trace caches compared to instruction caches. We find that, although trace caches modestly outperform instruction cache only alternatives, it is branchprediction accuracy that really determines performance and energy efficiency. When access delay and area restrictions are considered, our results show that sequential trace caches achieve very similar performance and energy efficiency results compared to instruction cache-based fetch engines and show that the trace cache's failure to significantly outperform the instruction cache-based fetch organizations stems from the poorer implicit branch prediction from the next-trace predictor at smaller areas. Because access delay limits the theoretical performance of the evaluated fetch engines, we also propose a novel ahead-pipelined next-trace predictor. Our results show that an STC fetch organization with a three-stage, ahead-pipelined next-trace predictor can achieve 5-17% IPC and 29% ED 2 improvements over conventional, unpipelined organizations.
INTRODUCTION
Energy efficiency has become important for almost all new chip designs. The fetch unit contributes a large portion of total power consumption in a microprocessor. For example, Bose et al. [2002] measure the POWER4's front-end instruction delivery path to consume 20% of net chip system power and about 35% of the processor core. Research trends also point toward aggressive fetch engines for maximum performance. Understanding how fetch organization affects processor energy efficiency is important to processor design.
The fetch unit's role is to feed the dynamic instruction stream to the execution unit. Instruction caches store instructions in static program order. Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or direct commercial advantage and that copies show this notice on the first page or initial screen of a display along with the full citation. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers, to redistribute to lists, or to use any component of this work in other works requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Permissions may be requested from Publications Dept., ACM, Inc., 2 Penn Plaza, Suite 701, New York, NY 10121-0701 USA, fax +1 (212) 869-0481, or permissions@acm.org. C 2006 C ACM 1544 C -3566/06/1200 Because of the presence of taken control-flow instructions, some of the instructions fetched from the instruction cache are unused. Trace caches are one type of high-fetch bandwidth mechanism, which instead stores instructions in dynamic program order, stitching together several nonsequential basic blocks and increasing effective fetch bandwidth. The high-performance benefits of many high-fetch bandwidth mechanisms have been evaluated in the research community.
However, many high-fetch bandwidth mechanisms have drawbacks in terms of complexity. They require additional levels of indirection, moderate to highly interleaved instruction caches, or complex alignment networks. In addition, some of these mechanisms are on the critical path and many of these mechanisms have not been evaluated in terms of energy efficiency.
Most trace-cache implementations [Johnson 1994; Peleg and Weiser 1995; Rotenberg et al. 1996a Rotenberg et al. , 1996b do not suffer from these complexity drawbacks and thus have advantages in fetch engine design. Trace-cache implementations have been evaluated for their performance benefits over instruction cacheonly fetch designs. Trace-caches have also been evaluated for energy efficiency within the trace cache design space, but we are not aware of any work analyzing the relative energy efficiency of trace caches compared to instruction cache-only fetch organizations.
Our work models several types of trace caches: the conventional or concurrent trace cache (CTC), in which trace cache and instruction cache are probed in parallel, the sequential trace cache (STC), described by Rotenberg et al. [1996a Rotenberg et al. [ , 1996b , which accesses the trace cache and instruction cache sequentially, and the block-based trace cache (BBTC), proposed by Black et al. [1999] , which stores basic blocks for assembly into traces. We present four sets of experimental results.
First, we compare fetch-engine organizations without area budget restrictions across the parameters of associativity, area, and trace length. We evaluate the effect of these parameters on overall performance and energy efficiency. Then, to explore intrinsic branch-prediction capabilities, we evaluate all fetch organizations with a similar predictor based on the next-trace predictor (NTP) . To account for the trend of decreasing access times resulting from high clock speeds, we reevaluate the fetch engines where the area of each component in the fetch engine organization is restricted. Finally, we introduce and evaluate an ahead-pipelined NTP to address decreasing cycle times. Each comparison is made with respect to two parameters: performance (IPC) and energy-delay squared (ED 2 ) [Zyuban and Strenski 2002] .
This work shows that branch prediction is much more important than the storage order of instructions, either in a trace cache or in an instruction cache. Providing fewer misspeculated instructions to the execution engine improves overall processor energy efficiency, but newer, improved branch predictor designs make the tradeoff between trace caches and instruction caches less clear.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents related work, Section 3 presents experimental methodology, Sections 4 and 5 present experimental results, and Section 6 presents conclusions and directions for future work.
RELATED WORK

Fetch Engine Design
Friendly, Patel et al. [1997] and Rotenberg et al. [1996a Rotenberg et al. [ , 1996b Rotenberg et al. [ , 1999 performed comprehensive studies of the trace cache design space with respect to performance. We perform a similar design-space study to evaluate power, energy, and performance tradeoffs on a more current processor pipeline.
Research has explored ways to reduce the power dissipation of trace caches. Hu et al. [2002] showed that sequentially accessing the trace cache and the level 1 (L1) instruction cache has significant power savings over accessing the two structures simultaneously. In subsequent work, Hu et al. [2003] also compared the concurrent access trace cache (CTC), sequential trace cache (STC), and a new design, the dynamic direction prediction-based trace cache (DPTC) for power efficiency and performance. They found that the DPTC exhibits less performance loss than the STC, but with similar power consumption. Our work expands this previous work by providing a comparison of fetch units containing either CTCs, STCs, or BBTCs to fetch units containing an instruction cacheonly. We also evaluate the relative contribution of trace length and branch prediction in overall processor energy efficiency and determine the effect of additional parameters, such as leakage and delay. Bahar et al. [1998] , Kim et al. [2002] , and Zhang and Yang [2003] have performed work to improve traditional instruction cache energy consumption without adversely affecting processor performance or on-chip energy consumption. Bahar suggested the use of buffers between the L1 and L2 caches to improve cache energy efficiency. Kim introduced the drowsy-instruction cache, which selectively powered off segments of the instruction cache to improve power consumption. Zhang proposed tag comparison elimination for reducing cache energy consumption. Our work focuses on evaluating the relative energy efficiency of high-fetch bandwidth fetch organizations compared to those with instruction caches only as opposed to focusing on techniques to improve traditional instruction cache energy efficiency. Solomon et al. [2001] introduced the microoperation cache (μC) as an alternative front end for the Intel P6 processor family. The μC stores basic blocks in decoded μop form and provides similar fetch bandwidth at lower power consumption. The focus of their work was not to increase fetch bandwidth, but rather to find a more energy efficient fetch engine design with comparable performance for the Intel IA-32 architecture. The goal of our work is to understand the characteristics that affect the energy efficiency of trace caches in a relatively architecturally independent way. The IA-32 architecture's front-end characteristics are unique and insights drawn from evaluating the μC are not easily extended to architectures, which support other ISAs. An evaluation of the μC, while interesting, is not included because this trace cache design may be an artifact of the high cost of decoding x86 instructions. Instead, we chose to provide more general insights with respect to the relative energy efficiency of trace cache-based fetch organizations versus instruction cache-only fetch organizations. Parikh et al. [2002] explored the role of branch predictor organization on power, energy, and performance tradeoffs for fetch engine design. They found that although extra power might need to be expended to improve branch prediction accuracy, overall processor power and energy dissipation can be reduced. Our work focuses more broadly on both the cache and prediction mechanisms in various fetch engine organizations and on their ultimate impact on overall processor energy efficiency. Fahs et al. [2001] proposed the rePLay microarchitecture, which includes hardware support for dynamic optimization. The rePLay framework consists of a frame constructor, programmable optimization engine, frame cache, sequencing component, and misspeculation recovery mechanism. The frame cache is similar to trace caches in that it stores variable-length sequences of instructions that may span multiple traditional cache lines. Frames differ from traces in that frames are atomic regions of instructions, which contain no internal control dependencies, and in that there is no notion of partial commit of a frame. All instructions within a frame must execute successfully to commit or a full rollback must occur. Hardware support for dynamic optimization is a field that requires the processor architecture to support hardware/software communication. Exploring the energy efficiency of architectures, which support software-controlled hardware-performed dynamic optimizations, is a very interesting field in its own right. However, including an evaluation of this class of architectures adds many more evaluation parameters, which make discerning valuable insights about the relative energy efficiency of purely hardware-based fetch organizations more difficult, so is not included. Rosner et al. [2004] present the PARROT microarchitecture, which utilizes trace caching, dynamic optimizations, and pipeline decoupling for improving performance with reduced energy consumption. The PARROT microarchitecture is designed to take advantage of the paradigm that 90% of execution time is spent in 10% of the static code. This microarchitecture has the ability to identify hot (frequently executed) and cold (infrequently executed) traces and send them to devoted hot and cold execution pipelines, respectively. Traces designated to the hot pipeline are aggressively optimized. Their results show significant performance gain and energy savings. The focus of this paper is to compare trace cache-based fetch organizations to conventional instruction cache fetch organizations. A fair evaluation of the class of aggressive architectures, which include dynamic optimization hardware such as the PARROT, rePLay, and many other architectures, involves many additional parameters and is not included here.
Fetch Bundles [Stream Fetching/Implicit Multiple-Branch Prediction]
Yeh and Patt [1992] introduced the basic block target buffer to reduce the delay in predicting branch target addresses. They reduced the delay by storing both the target and fall-through addresses of each basic block predicted.
• M. Co et al. Reinman et al. [1999] expanded on Yeh and Patt's basic block target buffer work [Yeh and Patt 1992] and introduced the fetch target buffer (FTB) to decouple fetching from fetch predictions. They introduced the idea of terminating fetch bundles with strongly biased taken branches instead of terminating a fetch bundle on the first encountered branch. In other words, one fetch bundle represents a sequence of instructions whose internal branches are implicitly predicted as not taken. The final branch in the block is still predicted explicitly by a branch predictor to determine the start address of the next fetch bundle. Ramirez et al. [2002] introduce a fetch model, which extends Reinman's work by using streams, a stricter definition of Reinman's fetch bundle. A stream is an arbitrary length sequence of instructions (including not taken branches) terminating with a taken branch. Therefore, branch direction predictions are implicit within a stream. This stream definition means that the stream predictor produces an explicit address prediction of the last branch in the previous stream.
The instruction cache STREAM model described in Section 3.1 uses some of the ideas of Reinman's and Ramirez' work. We use Ramirez' stream definition to allow fetching past not taken branches. To make more straightforward comparisons across fetch engine designs and to focus on the benefits of instruction cache versus trace cache, we do not decouple fetch predictions from instruction fetching as both Reinman and Ramirez do. Oberoi and Sohi [2003] proposed parallelism in the front end, in which several instruction sequence fragments are fetched and renamed in parallel from a banked instruction cache. Our experiment to isolate the effects of branch prediction on fetch engine designs evaluates a fetch organization with an instruction cache and a next trace predictor, which is a simplified, sequential version of the Oberoi work. A full evaluation of parallelized trace construction fetch organizations is beyond the scope of this work. In this work, we instead focus on understanding the energy-efficiency implications of sequential fetch organizations.
Several high-fetch bandwidth mechanisms, such as branch address cache [Yeh et al. 1993] , subgraph predictor [Dutta and Franklin 1995] , collapsing buffer [Conte et al. 1996] , multiple-block ahead predictor [Seznec et al. 1996] , block-based trace cache [Black et al. 1999] , and trace cache [Johnson 1994; Peleg and Weiser 1995; Rotenberg et al. 1996a Rotenberg et al. , 1996b have been proposed. Many of these mechanisms have drawbacks in terms of complexity and power. Therefore, for this work, we only consider the trace cache described by Rotenberg et al. [1996b] and the block-based trace cache described by Black et al. [1999] .
There is separate previous work evaluating the relative performance of trace caches compared to instruction caches, evaluating hardware optimizations for improving instruction cache energy efficiency, and evaluating the relative energy efficiency of particular trace cache designs. We are not aware of any further research examining the relative power-energy-performance tradeoff between fetch organizations which have only instruction caches and fetch organizations which have a combination of instruction cache and trace cache. 
EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
All experiments in this work use the SimpleScalar Toolset [Burger and Austin 1997] and a modified Wattch [Brooks et al. 2000] infrastructure with a power model based on the Alpha 21364 ]. The base out-of-order simulator was extended to include concurrent trace cache (CTC), sequential trace cache (STC), block-based trace cache (BBTC), and path-based NTP models. The microarchitecture model is summarized in Table I . Cache and predictor acronyms are listed in Table II and evaluated fetch engines are listed in Tables III and IV. To more closely study the efficiency of the fetch engines, we chose a highly parallelizing execution core. We altered the base microarchitecture to have 128 instruction fetch queue entries, 128 register rename entries, and 128 load/store queue entries. In addition, the base architecture was modified so that as many as 16 instructions can be issued, executed, and committed in one cycle. Thus, a maximum of 16 IPC is possible with a perfect fetch engine and perfectly parallel code. Highly parallelizing execution cores have been used in prior trace cache studies [Rotenberg et al. 1996b [Rotenberg et al. , 1999 Black et al. 1999] . We, therefore, use a similar wide core here. Our results show that branch prediction accuracy has a strong effect on the performance of the wider cores.
Since current CPU designs are increasingly using conditional clocking techniques to reduce power consumption, the power and energy metrics were calculated using Wattch's conditional clocking method, which scales power linearly with port or unit usage [Brooks et al. 2000 ].
• M. Co et al. To model leakage, when the port or unit is not in use, a fixed ratio of maximum power dissipation is charged: 10% in most experiments. We examined the effect of increasing leakage, but found that leakage differences are minimal between the various fetch engines when the area of each fetch component is restricted.
(See Section 4.3.1 for further discussion.)
We conducted several experiments to evaluate the performance and energy efficiency of some common fetch engine designs. Table II describes the acronyms used in this paper and Table III describes the initial set of fetch engines evaluated. We then performed a set of controlled experiments to determine if branch prediction accuracy plays a major role in the difference between the evaluated fetch engines. To isolate the effect of differing branch prediction accuracy, we evaluate each fetch organization when the best-performing branch predictor, the NTP, is used in the design. Table IV lists these additional fetch organizations. The effect of delay is considered in another set of experiments by restricting the area of each fetch component and a novel aheadpipelined NTP, which improves NTP performance in the face of delay, is evaluated. Sections 3.1 and 3.2 discuss the details of the fetch organizations we evaluated.
Instruction Cache Model
For a more direct comparison to the trace cache fetch engines, the instruction caches modeled in our experiments have long cache lines (16 instructions wide) and are two-way interleaved.
We simulate two types of fetching behavior for the instruction cache modeled in our experiments: CLASSIC and STREAM.
3.1.1 IC CLASSIC. The CLASSIC fetch behavior modeled represents the capability of current instruction cache fetch engines. The branch predictor is allowed to predict only the first branch encountered per fetch bundle and a maximum of 16 instructions may be fetched.
IC STREAM.
The STREAM model we use is a simple, but aggressive approximation of stream fetching. For consistency with the other fetch organizations evaluated, our model differs from previous work. We use a twoway interleaved instruction cache, which allows the fetch engine to fetch up to the first taken branch or a maximum of 16 instructions.
Our model does not use a basic block target buffer as in Yeh and Patt's work [1992] . Instead, a traditional branch target buffer and branch predictor is used to make branch target address predictions. Because the trace cache fetch engines we evaluated do not decouple fetch predictions from instruction fetching, we chose to evaluate our instruction cache fetch engines without decoupling. This differs from the decoupled fetch designs of Reinman et al. [1999] and Ramirez et al. [2002] . However, our STREAM model uses Ramirez' definition of stream (sequential list of instructions terminated by a taken branch).
Our IC STREAM model fetches aggressively as a result of the two-way interleaved instruction cache. We also allow the branch predictor to predict multiplebranches within a single cycle. We believe that this model is useful for comparison because it represents the potential for an instruction cache-based fetch engine with idealized fetch bandwidth and with multiple-branch prediction capabilities. We chose this design to evaluate instruction cache fetch engines with more idealized (larger) fetch bundles.
Trace Cache Models
Sequential and Concurrent Access Trace Caches.
The sequential trace cache (STC) modeled in the experiments is the model described by Rotenberg et al. [1999] shown in Figure 1 . The STC consists of a path-based NTP , which predicts the next-trace to be fetched, outstanding trace buffers (OTB) to hold in-flight predicted traces, and the trace cache itself. Instructions are stored in undecoded form unlike the μop cache present in the Intel Pentium 4 architecture. Sequential access was modeled as described in the work of Hu et al. [2002] . The backing instruction cache is only probed on the next cycle after a trace cache miss. The STC's power was modeled as an array structure, similar to an instruction cache, with one read and one write port. The concurrent access trace cache (CTC) is the same fetch organization as the STC, except that the backing instruction cache and the trace cache are probed in parallel. The power model for the CTC is adjusted to reflect the parallel trace cache and instruction cache access.
Traces may be defined in many ways. Since we use Jacobson et al. hybrid NTP [1997] , we use the definition of trace used in their work for all CTC and STC simulations. A trace has a maximum of 16 instructions and as many as seven branches (six internal branches, plus a possible seventh terminating branch). Indirect branches terminate a trace. The NTP uses path history information (recently committed traces) to make predictions much like a global history branch predictor (GAs). This information is combined with trace history to index a table that makes a prediction about the next-trace to be fetched. In our experiments, eight previous trace identifiers are hashed together to get indexes into the 64-K entry correlating table and into the 32-K entry secondary table. A selector mechanism chooses the prediction from the more accurate table.
To model the power of the hybrid NTP, the correlating table, secondary table, return history stack (RHS), and path history register are each modeled as array structures with one read and one write port.
The outstanding trace buffer (OTB) maintains information about in-flight traces. When an entire trace commits, the trace is written to the trace cache (if needed) and the OTB entry is reclaimed. OTB entries also maintain information needed to recover from mispredicted branches. The power for the OTB is modeled as an array structure with two read ports and one write port. One read port is shared by fetch and misprediction recovery mechanisms and one read port is devoted to the commit time mechanism. The single write port is shared between fetch and misprediction recovery mechanisms. The experiments in Section 4 use 128 OTB entries.
Block-Based Trace Cache
Model. The block-based trace cache (BBTC) described by Black et al. [1999] (Figure 2 ) is another type of trace cache, which represents a trace as a series of pointers to basic blocks, which are stored in a block cache. The BBTC modeled in our experiments consists of a trace table, which makes next-trace predictions, a block cache, which stores basic blocks for trace construction, a rename table to maintain fetch address renaming, and a fill unit, which controls the update of the other three components. The trace table predicts a series of blocks to fetch using block identifier execution history and branch history bits. These predicted blocks are fetched Fig. 2 . BBTC model patterned after [Black et al. 1999] .
from the block cache and assembled to construct a trace. Blocks are allocated to the block cache by the rename table, which maintains a mapping of fetch addresses to block identifiers. The fill unit controls the update of the trace table, block cache, and rename table.
The trace definition in Black et al. BBTC model is different than the STC and CTC model's trace definition. A BBTC trace is defined to be a series of blocks with each block being defined as a series of instructions terminated by a branch, or a fixed user-defined maximum number of sequential instructions. There are no other special trace termination conditions. To make the BBTC trace definition more comparable to the STC trace definition, we altered the BBTC trace definition to terminate traces on indirect branches, as in Rotenberg's work. Our experiments show that this modification in the trace definition improves the BBTC's trace predictions and consequently improves IPC. We chose to model a replication of four and a maximum basic block size of six instructions to match the published best-performing BBTC.
For power modeling, the BBTC components are each modeled as array structures with one read port and one write port.
Cache Parameters
The fetch engine experiments, which contain either CTC, STC, or BBTC, also include a noninterleaved instruction cache, which serves as backup in the case of a trace cache miss. The fetch engine components, which were held constant, are shown in Table V. 3.3.1 Trace Cache Parameters. Since the number of components in the CTC, STC, and BBTC designs differ from the number of components in IC designs, an equal-area comparison is difficult. Therefore, we examine the fetch engines over a range of different fetch engine areas. We first evaluate the fetch engines when the area of individual fetch engine components is unrestricted.
• M. Co et al. This allows us to examine the theoretical potential of the various fetch engines. Then, to consider access time, we restrict the area of each individual component of each fetch engine to areas of 2 through 512 KB in successive simulations. Associativities for the STC and CTC are varied in the experiments, but the replacement policy is fixed to LRU, and the line size is fixed to the length of one trace (16 instructions). Table VI shows the fetch engine areas used in the experiments of Section 4. These experiments use the ideal NTP and OTB parameters specified by Jacobson et al. [1997] . The area used for the CTC/STC alone is listed alongside the total fetch engine area. The remaining fetch engine area is calculated by totaling the area of the backing instruction cache, branch predictor (including BTB), OTB, and hybrid NTP.
In the first comparison, the area of the STC is varied while the areas of the other components are held constant (see Table V ). In a second comparison, the areas of the STC, NTP, and OTB are limited to 2 through 512 KB. Similarly, the associativities of the BBTC are varied. Fetch engine and component areas for BBTC with trace table and BBTC with NTP are summarized in Tables VII  and VIII. 3.3.2 Instruction Cache Parameters. In experiments that model an IC-only fetch engine, we use a two-way set associative, two-way interleaved instruction cache with 64 byte lines, and LRU replacement. For the IC HYB BPRED unrestricted component area experiments, the fetch engine area is comprised of the area for the IC and the branch predictor, with the branch predictor area held constant. These parameters are listed in Table V . The IC areas and the area of the entire fetch engine are listed in Table VI .
Benchmarks
We evaluate our results using benchmarks from the SPEC CPU2000 suite. The benchmarks are compiled and statically linked for the Alpha instruction set using the Compaq Alpha compiler with SPEC peak settings and include all linked libraries but no operating system or multiprogrammed behavior. Seven integer benchmarks (gzip, gcc, crafty, parser, eon, perlbmk, and vortex) and five floating-point benchmarks (wupwise, mesa, art, facerec, and ammp) were used in the experiments. Our initial experiments demonstrated little performance benefit from larger fetch engines on the floating-point benchmarks. We suspect that this is because they have a small text size and are highly predictable. Thus, results for floatingpoint benchmarks are not shown and can be found in Co and Skadron [2003] .
Simulations are fast-forwarded according to the numbers in Table IX [Sherwood et al. 2001] , then run in full-detail cycle-accurate mode (without statistics-gathering) for 300 million instructions to train the caches-including the L2 cache-and the branch predictor before statistics gathering is started.
• M. Co et al. This interval was found to be sufficient to yield representative results [Haskins and Skadron 2003 ].
The individual results for each benchmark exhibited similar trends. Therefore, our results are presented as the average of the benchmarks.
FETCH ENGINE AREA EXPLORATION
We performed a comparison of the fetch engine designs listed in Table III.  The areas listed in Tables VI, VII , and VIII were used. STC and BBTC associativity and area were varied and the IPC and energy-delay squared (ED 2 ) were analyzed. We chose to examine ED 2 as a metric because it considers both power dissipation and performance and is voltage independent. Increased associativity improved the IPC for CTC, STC, and BBTC, but showed only modest improvement in ED 2 . We present direct-mapped results for these fetch engines, because it represents the worst-performing associativity and ED 2 . Results for other associativities did not change the relationship between the fetch engines studied and so are not presented for the sake of space. The results for IC fetch engines all use a two-way associative, two-way interleaved IC.
Unrestricted Component Area
Each fetch engine was simulated using its published best branch predictor or trace predictor configurations. First, we considered the performance of two branch predictors in the evaluated fetch organizations: the hybrid branch predictor, which is used in the Alpha 21264, and the global perceptron branch predictor, which is considered the best branch prediction algorithm available today. Figure 3 shows the IPC and ED 2 of the IC fetch engines using the different predictors. When comparing the STREAM models, we see that the fetch engine containing the global perceptron has a 10.3-10.7% better IPC. When comparing the CLASSIC models, the fetch engine with the global perceptron again has an average of 11% higher IPC. This improvement in IPC is as a result of the improved branch predictor accuracy of the global perceptron predictor. Both CLASSIC and STREAM global perceptron fetch models show a 26-28% better (lower) ED 2 . Since the IC with global perceptron fetch engines far outperform those with hybrid branch predictor, the remainder of our experimental results exclude fetch engines using a hybrid branch predictor. Figure 4 shows [1999] , which uses perfect trace prediction. However, the BBTC is still included in the branch prediction isolation section.
The performance difference between STC NTP and the other fetch engines could be the result of two factors: branch prediction accuracy and instruction storage order in the caches.
To understand the interplay between branch prediction accuracy and instruction storage order, we evaluate the additional fetch engine designs listed in Table IV . These fetch engines still contain either an IC, STC, or BBTC, but all use the same predictor (NTP) to make predictions. For the IC, the multiplebranch predictions provided by the NTP are consumed by the branch predictor one at a time. We chose to use the NTP to isolate branch prediction effects, because adapting it to work with the IC and BBTC was conceptually straightforward and would make comparisons to CTC and STC fetch engines simpler. The results of these experiments are discussed in Section 4.2. Rosner et al. [2003] presented a taxonomy and evaluation of heuristics for constructing long atomic traces for high instruction coverage. The trace construction heuristic chosen for a trace cache has a potentially significant effect on the trace cache hit rate, trace prediction accuracy, and overall performance and energy efficiency of the front end.
The Effects of Trace Construction Heuristics.
For the STC results evaluated in the other sections of this paper, the trace construction heuristic used has a maximum trace length (MTL) of 16, 6 maximum internal branches, and must terminate on indirect branches. We evaluated several static trace construction heuristics on the STC-based fetch organization.
In our experiments, we explored terminating traces at backward branches, at calls, and at both backward branches and calls together. The base trace definition for comparison terminated traces only upon encountering an indirect branch for any MTL. Because of the nature of the trace identifier used in our STC model, we required that all traces must still terminate on indirect branches in addition to any of the other terminating conditions evaluated. This is reasonable since indirect branches are often difficult to predict.
For the SPECcpu2000 Integer benchmarks on an STC-based fetch design, we varied the maximum trace length (MTL) (16-256 instructions) while holding the associativity (four-way) and number of cache lines constant (8 K lines) to reduce cache conflict effects. The maximum number of branches allowed within each trace was also varied (4-64 branches). Figure 6 shows the results for 16, 64, and 256 MTL, all normalized to results for 16 MTL traces, which terminate only on indirect branches (16 base). Compared with 16 MTL traces terminating only with indirect branches, additional terminating conditions have varying effects, depending on the benchmark. On average, varying these terminating conditions does not improve performance for the integer benchmarks, with the exception of mcf. As the trace length is increased, this effect is magnified, but again, IPC is not improved over the 16 MTL trace definition.
This result agrees with the results suggested by Rosner et al. [2003] , which suggests that techniques that are able to use dynamic information (through the use of additional hardware to monitor dynamic behavior) yield better front-end performance. The design space for evaluating using dynamic information in trace construction is interesting and merits further exploration. However, this space is large and requires the addition of extra hardware. Adding hardware here would only increase the overhead that the trace cache fetch organizations would need to overcome to achieve equivalent or better energy efficiency than instruction cache-only fetch organizations. Therefore, we chose to limit our evaluation of trace construction heuristics to static trace construction heuristics, which require no additional hardware. 
Isolating Branch Prediction Effects
The different performance of the fetch engine designs in the previous section could be because of a combination of better branch prediction and more effective instruction storage order. To explore these two factors, we repeated the previous experiment with an additional set of fetch engine designs. Both IC and BBTC fetch engines were altered to include an NTP as the branch prediction mechanism.
One might think that a better approach to isolating branch prediction effects might be to probabilistically adjust the branch prediction accuracy of the respective branch/trace predictors in each fetch engine. The rationale for probabilistically altering branch predictions to make the prediction accuracy equal across fetch engines is to eliminate possible negative interactions between predictor and cache. However, probabilistic boosting of branch prediction accuracy assumes that all branches in a program are of equal weight and of equal predictability. This is not true. It is known that mispredictions are often clustered together. Therefore, we choose to isolate the effects of differing quality branch/trace predictors by supplying each type of cache with an NTP. We choose the NTP because the STC requires multiple branch predictions, which are not easily provided by the branch predictors we use in our experiments. Our goal is to evaluate the differences in instruction storage order (IC, STC, and BBTC). We feel that using the NTP with each of the caches is a better way to isolate the effects of different branch prediction accuracy between predictors.
Augmenting the BBTC with an NTP improves the IPC for the BBTC. Compared to STC NTP, the BBTC NTP's IPC is 8.6% worse compared to BBTC TT's 19% worse. IC STREAM NTP's IPC is 1.43% worse than STC NTP, compared to IC STREAM GPERC's 1.95% worse. This demonstrates that branch prediction plays an important role in the performance of the fetch engines. Figure 5 shows the results.
Branch prediction accuracy is the dominant factor affecting performance and energy efficiency. This is demonstrated through our evaluation of the fetch engines with the NTP. The only difference in the BBTC TT fetch organization and the BBTC NTP fetch organization is the trace prediction mechanism. The trace table makes poorer predictions than the NTP. Substituting the more accurate NTP for the TT attains a 13% IPC improvement and a 29% improvement in ED 2 . This result, combined with the similar performance of STC NTP and IC STREAM NTP in Figure 5 , demonstrate that branch prediction accuracy is much more important than instruction storage order. To make a fair comparison of fetch engine designs, equivalent branch predictors must also be used. Otherwise, our results show that what will really be compared is the differences in branch prediction accuracy of the branch predictors.
Restricted Component Area
Clock rates in modern processors are increasing rapidly, while wire latencies are not scaling accordingly. As a result, the time delay to access structures is becoming a serious obstacle. To account for access time considerations, we performed an experiment where the area of each component of each fetch engine was limited to fixed-area budgets ranging from 2 to 512 KB. We perform this experiment with all fetch engines, using direct-mapped structures, where applicable. For example, for BBTC simulations, the area of each of the BBTC components (trace table, rename table, block cache), backing instruction cache, and branch predictor was limited to a fixed area. Figures 7 and 8 show that at 32 KB and larger component areas, the STC NTP achieves up to 5% higher IPC than IC CLASSIC GPERC. The STC NTP does not do as well at component areas smaller than 32 KB, because of the NTP's poor performance with tight area limitations. The IC NTP fetch organizations do not start to outperform IC CLASSIC GPERC until much higher component areas. The effect of increasing leakage is discussed in the following section.
Performance Evaluation.
Leakage Effects.
Total power dissipation as a result of chip leakage is projected to exceed total dynamic power as feature sizes reach 65 nm [SIA 2001] . To ensure that we consider the energy efficiency of CTCs, STCs, and ICs both now, and in future process technologies, we examined the results of varying the leakage ratio from 10 to 50% of maximum power dissipation. Since leakage effects did not affect the IPC in our results, we do not present IPC results for other leakage ratios in this section.
We found that when component areas are restricted to account for access latency, and a uniform temperature is assumed, increased leakage ratio has little effect on the relative energy efficiency of the evaluated fetch engine designs. In other words, the energy efficiency relationship between the fetch designs does not change. The increasing leakage ratio acts only as a vertical offset. This is because of the fact that the components for the respective fetch organizations are relatively equal in size as a result of the area restriction and, since all these structures are SRAM arrays, leakage just tracks area.
However, leakage is dependent on temperature, which, turn is dependent on the architecture's floorplan. To estimate these thermal effects, we calculated the power density for the main fetch engine structures (IC, branch predictors, STC, and NTP) using a beta version of Cacti 4.0 [Shivakumar and Jouppi 2001] that has been updated compared to version 3.0 to include both subthreshold and gate leakage, various ways to model SRAM, and modeling of different power modes. A process technology of 0.13 μm is assumed. Results are shown in Figure 9 . For each fetch design, the power density calculations include only the instruction We found that for the component areas studied, the power densities of tracecache-based fetch engines were not more than that of a fetch unit containing an instruction cache and global perceptron branch predictor. In fact, Figure 9 shows that the power density of the STC fetch design is always slightly lower than IC with global perceptron. The STC power density is lower than that of the IC because the STC's instruction storage layout provides more useful instructions per fetch bundle than ICs. Basically, on average, the STC will require fewer accesses due to more efficient storage, which, in turn, results in fewer total accesses. This indicates that the leakage ratio for STC-based fetch designs will not increase at a higher rate than IC-based fetch designs because of temperature effects. (Since all other hardware is held constant in the study, we did not consider other components that might contribute to temperature.) While estimating power density is a simplistic approach to evaluating the thermal effects on leakage rate, it is a good indicator and a more detailed evaluation including floor planning and thermal management are outside of the scope of this work. We assume that, for each size, the STC or IC components would be placed similarly, so that neighboring functional units temperatures would have similar effects. STC gets higher IPC than the other fetch engines starting at 32 KB component areas, followed closely by IC STREAM GPERC, IC CLASSIC GPERC. However, the ED 2 for component areas larger than 16 KB is approximately the same for the STC and IC GPERC fetch engines. Higher IPC is offset by more structures to access and more power at a given area.
When the components of each fetch engine are restricted to a specific area budget, the effect of leakage is not significant, compared to the results when fetch engine area budget is unrestricted. Each component in each fetch engine is no larger than a fixed area, so naturally the effect of leakage for each fetchengine becomes similar.
For the BBTC, the published best configuration has an 8-k entry trace table (128 KB) and 4-k entry block cache (512 KB). The block cache (the main component of the BBTC) may be penalized under the area restriction. This explains why the BBTC does not fare as well for the restricted component area experiments.
AHEAD PIPELINED NTP
Faster clock rates lead to shorter cycle times. Shorter cycle times makes accessing larger structures more challenging. Our experimental results show that branch prediction accuracy is an important factor in fetch engine performance. Our results show that the NTP provides better branch prediction accuracy than a hybrid branch predictor and similar branch prediction accuracy. However, at very small component areas, the NTP performs poorly. Ahead pipelining is one technique to enable a structure to be larger and still be able to produce output each cycle.
Ahead pipelining initiates a prediction many cycles in advance of when it is needed to hide access latencies. To do so, older information must be used to generate a set of the predictions for selection. At the last moment, the most current information is used to select the final prediction. Patt et al. [1993] evaluates pipelined access to a branch address cache to perform multiple-branch prediction. Jimenez [2003] , Seznec [2004] , Seznec et al. [1996] , and , evaluate ahead-pipelining single-branch predictors in order to obtain better prediction accuracy (enable larger-branch predictor structures), while considering the impact of delay. We apply the ahead-pipelining concept to the NTP trace prediction mechanism and perform a set of experiments in which we compare the performance and energy efficiency of fetch engines with the pipelined NTP.
Ahead pipelining the NTP is a way to reduce some of the performance loss from reduced area because of cycle-time restrictions. It allows the planning of structures larger than can be accessed within a single cycle and yet still produce accurate output each cycle.
Roughly 1-2 KB can be accessed within a single cycle [Jimenez et al. 2000] . If a structure can be pipelined to two stages, the structure could be made as large as 4-8 KB. As the depth of the pipeline increases, the area for a particular structure that can be accessed roughly quadruples [Jimenez 2003 ].
• M. Co et al. Figure 10 shows an example of a three-stage ahead-pipelined NTP. Several cycles before a prediction is needed, the current trace history is used to select a range of entries to extract from the NTP tables. Since several trace predictions are in-flight in the NTP pipeline, this history does not include information about the immediately preceding trace. To capture information about immediately preceding traces, the range of entries is reduced to a single entry in the cycle immediately before it is needed. The most recent history is hashed to select which of the range of entries is used. This technique is similar to the technique used by Patt et al. [1993] and Jimenez [2003] , except that we apply it to nexttrace prediction, which is a form of implicit multiple-branch prediction. Trace misprediction latency is modeled as the depth of the NTP pipelining (flushing the NTP pipeline). However, since the backing-branch predictor is used in a misprediction, much of the latency as a result of the NTP ahead pipelining is used to fetch via the slow path mechanism.
We compare 1-512 KB NTP component areas, assuming that the NTP pipeline depth must increase as the area is increased. We vary the pipeline depth from 1 (unpipelined) to 5 and vary the range of entries chosen by the incomplete history from 1 to 8 (see Table X ). Figure 11 shows the NTP correct trace prediction accuracy of the NTP for varying pipeline depths and selection ranges for the 16-KB component area. (All structures in the NTP can be no larger than 16 KB). We choose to show the NTP trace prediction accuracy in order to demonstrate the potential for pipelining the NTP. The bar labeled Depth 1 represents the maximum attainable NTP prediction accuracy since it is the single-cycle trace prediction accuracy. As the depth of the pipeline increases, if only a single entry is selected in the early stages, the trace prediction accuracy rapidly decreases. This is because of the use of only older history and no newer history to make the next-trace prediction. Increasing the selection range of entries at prediction time improves the prediction accuracy. As the number of entries selected is increased to 8, the difference in trace prediction accuracy from the original, nonpipelined NTP rapidly decreases. As the depth of the pipeline increases, the trace prediction declines because of the use of more old history and less new history to make the trace prediction. Figure 12 compares the NTP trace prediction accuracy of comparable pipelined NTP design points. A nonpipelined 1-KB area, NTP can be compared to a progressively larger, more deeply ahead-pipelined NTP. The dark colored section of the bar represents the trace prediction accuracy when ahead pipelined, while the shaded area of the bar represents the trace prediction accuracy if the same area structure were to be accessible within a single cycle. These results show that the trace prediction accuracy does not suffer too much of a penalty from being pipelined. Figure 8 shows that a 32-KB STC, accessible in a single cycle, has similar ED 2 to IC CLASSIC GPERC; 32 KB is the maximum area accessible using a three-deep pipelined NTP. Since 32 KB is not accessible in a single cycle, we compare the performance of our 32 KB three-deep pipelined STC NTP, which can provide one prediction per cycle to a 2-KB nonpipelined STC NTP, which can be accessed in a single cycle. We find that a 17.2% improvement in IPC and 29% reduction in ED 2 is observed. (See Figure 13 .) This suggests that with ahead pipelining, STCs can provide significant performance benefits and increased energy efficiency. Figure 13 shows the IPC of IC and STC fetch engines using an aheadpipelined NTP. These results are compared to the IPC of a 128 KB IC with a global perceptron predictor (IC GPERC, the global perceptron branch predictor simulated is accessible within a single cycle). Large STC and IC (128 KB) are used to minimize the effect of cache misses in the experiment. The horizontal line represents the IPC of the 128 KB IC GPERC. Each bar in the graph represents a fetch engine with the given area NTP. The symbol above each bar (triangles for IC, squares for STC) represents the IPC result when doubling the respective area of the NTP, but keeping the same NTP pipeline depth. The doubled area of the NTP represents the maximum NTP area that may be reached without needing to add an additional pipeline stage. The graphs show that ahead pipelining the NTP dramatically increases the performance of both the IC and STC fetch engines up to 16 KB (NTP pipeline depth 3). At 16 KB, the STC fetch engine with CLASSIC fetching gets 2-5.5% higher IPC than the IC GPERC and with STREAM fetching gets 1.5-5% higher IPC. The IC NTP configuration does not outperform the IC GPERC design until the NTP is expanded to 64 KB (1.3-4.8% higher IPC). This IPC gain is about the same as the STC NTP at 16-32 KB. We believe that the lower IPC for the IC compared to the STC with NTPs of 16 KB and smaller is as a result of instruction storage order differences. At lower areas, the NTP has greatly reduced prediction accuracy, which could be partially masked by the STC's instruction storage order (traces). We believe that the IC's storage of instructions in static program order is more sensitive to this drastically poorer misprediction rate.
The graphs also show that increasing the NTP area and NTP pipeline depth continue to improve the IPC, but at a diminishing rate than from 1 to 32 KB. Empirically, an NTP pipeline depth of 3 exhibits reasonable performance for any of the fetch engines using CLASSIC fetching. As the pipeline depth increases beyond this point, we see diminishing returns in the performance gain. We believe this decrease in IPC is because of the fact that older history is used to make the initial region selection from the NTP. With STREAM fetching, an NTP pipeline depth of 4 still achieves some performance improvement.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We evaluate the energy efficiency of trace caches compared to instruction caches. Our experiments show that when fetch components are not constrained by realistic factors, such as access time and resource constraints, fetch engines based on STCs are more energy efficient, while providing a significant performance improvement over IC-only fetch engine organizations. With these idealistic assumptions, the ED 2 results show that although an STC and its supporting components may occupy more chip area than an IC-only fetch engine, the STC yields better energy efficiency overall because of better opportunities for accessing smaller area fetch engine components and minimizing energy expenditures via clock-gating techniques. These results represent the theoretical benefit of trace caches, which stem primarily from the implicit multiple-branch prediction of the NTP, but also from the benefit of storing instructions as traces as opposed to static program blocks.
To further understand the source of the STC's better energy efficiency when no restrictions on resources and access delay are imposed, the cache designs are evaluated when their branch predictors are normalized to use the NTP. We find that branch prediction accuracy plays a critical role in the performance of all of the fetch engines. For BBTC, we find that replacing the TT with the NTP achieves a 13% improvement in IPC and 29% improvement in ED 2 . This result emphasizes the continuing importance of research to improve branch prediction accuracy.
However, when considering the impact of access delay by limiting the area of the fetch engine structures, we find that the benefit of STC fetch engines compared to IC fetch engines is more modest than when delay is not considered. This is because the NTP and STC are not as effective at smaller areas. When component area is limited to 32 KB or less, IC fetch organizations have much better IPC and ED 2 . However, at larger component areas, the better branch prediction capability of the NTP and more efficient instruction delivery of the STC attain only modestly better IPC and ED 2 than the IC fetch organizations. To address the effect of increasing access delay on STCs, we introduce and evaluate an ahead-pipelined NTP. When comparing to a single-cycle accessible, non-pipelined, 2-KB STC NTP, a two-deep pipelined 32-KB STC NTP can provide a 17.2% IPC improvement and 28.9% ED 2 improvement. Our experiments show that ahead-pipelining the NTP to four stages (allowing 64 KB of area) allows the IC CLASSIC NTP to get 1.3-4.8% higher IPC than an IC, with 4-KB global perceptron predictor. The STC NTP fetch engine achieves similar IPC improvement at an NTP pipeline depth of 3.
Future directions for this work include exploring the energy efficiency of other fetch engine designs and incorporating the dynamic prediction-directed trace cache [Hu et al. 2003 ] and filter trace-cache [Tang et al. 2001 ] models. Our results also suggest that the large design space for trace-construction and trace-prediction techniques is a fertile area for future work.
